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Canada is now considering recommendations of the Federal-Provincial Working Group on Air Quality Objectives and Guidelines to adopt objectives for fine particulates that will be among the most stringent anywhere in the world and that may be technically unobtainable in the short term. No Canadian city would be in compliance at this time if these objectives were adopted. The fine particulate issue is also driving a fundamental change in the way that Canada harmonizes regulations on air pollution. In the United States, standards are set by the federal government for implementation by the states; the federal government has primacy. These standards are mandatory as a minimum level of control, although states may impose more stringent standards. By contrast, in the Canadian system the federal government does not have primacy and environmental protection at the local level is mandated to provincial governments. Canada has chosen to set guidelines negotiated between the federal government and representatives of provincial governments, in the expectation that these guidelines will influence the individual provinces to adopt similar standards. The role of guidelines, as opposed to standards, is to drive voluntary change and to influence public opinion. In the past, these guidelines were set to be more stringent than U.S. National Ambient Air Quality Standards and reflected the reality that urban air pollution levels in most large Canadian cities were generally lower than their U.S. counterparts.

In 1997, a new process was initiated to bring the development of recommended air quality criteria into a more scientific formulation. National Ambient Air Quality Objectives will now be developed in a more transparent, accountable and science-based process. They will also be recommended rather than mandated but as objectives will carry the expectation that all jurisdictions in Canada will eventually harmonize their own standards to these norms.

The first two objectives under this new process are fine particulates and ozone. For the purpose of this discussion, we shall confine our remarks to fine particulates. A large body of evidence was compiled into a report that constituted the briefing document for a Stakeholder Consultation Workshop convened by the Atmospheric Environment Service of Environment Canada in December 1997. Included in this dossier was the report of the Federal Provincial Working Group recommending new air quality objectives for fine particulates.

The implication of these recommendations was staggering. Based on their reading of the available evidence, and driven primarily by estimates of lives saved through reductions in mortality associated with fine particulate levels in urban areas, the Federal Provincial Working Group recommended an objective for PM$_{10}$ of a 24-hour average concentration of 40 µg/m$^3$ and for PM$_{2.5}$ of 20 µg/m$^3$. This compares with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) previously proposed (now remanded) National Ambient Air Quality Standard of U.S. 24-hour averages of 150 and 65 µg/m$^3$, respectively. Canada would have no equivalent to the previously proposed U.S. annual averages of 50 and 15 µg/m$^3$, respectively, relying on the 24-hour average to drive reductions.

These objectives were criticized at the time of the workshop as unobtainable in practice, particularly because much air pollution in Canada is transboundary and therefore out of the control of local authorities. However, the desirability of reducing the risk of Canadians of exposure to fine particulate air pollution and the observation that there is a linear, non-threshold effect does argue for control to be as tight as feasible. The economic implications are great, however, and the proposed objectives must be able to withstand scrutiny if they are to be adopted as a national policy. This means that the risk associated with fine particulates must be validated, the protection to human health offered by reducing exposure should be confirmed and the cost of doing all this should be acceptable.

In retrospect, it is remarkable that fine particulates should play such a strong role as a determinant of human mortality as is suggested by the epidemiological evidence. The effect on health is certainly disproportionate to the tiny mass of the particles in this previously unappreciated size distribution. The absence of a “smoking gun” by which the damage caused by fine particulate matter could be explained has proven to be a major obstacle in air quality studies and air pollution toxicology. The identification of clinicopathological correlations of PM-related health effects has been a major missing link in the evidentiary chain from population health studies to policy implications. The limits of the population-based approach in isolation may have been reached, particularly with respect to PM$_{2.5}$. Indeed, a minority opinion, even in epidemiology, is that if no medical condition can be clearly identified to be associated with PM-associated risk, the basic criteria for concluding causation, and therefore the rationale for regulation, is lacking.
Table I reviews available evidence as it pertains to PM$_{2.5}$ against the Hill criteria for the acceptance of an epidemiological association to be causal. These criteria are generally accepted for the evaluation of epidemiological evidence as suggestive of causation, although they are subject to their own limitations. They are intended to be rigorously applied as a set of criteria when the body of evidence is primarily statistical and they may be supplanted as a judgement for causation by mechanistic evidence. Of the nine criteria, only temporality, consistency, and dose-response (on a population basis) are now met given the current body of evidence. However, much remains to be learned. However, a diligent search for confounding factors on the part of numerous teams of investigators has yet to suggest a strong candidate. The progressive strengthening of the association with better measurement of particulates, from TSP to PM$_{10}$ to PM$_{2.5}$, also argues against a confounder at work.

Progress in defining acceptable levels of ambient air pollutants will require mechanistic as well as population-based research and broader thinking in the analysis of available data. To evaluate the degree of risk in association with specific subpopulations that may be more vulnerable than the general population will require identification of these groups and some notion of the pathology involved. Leading candidates for such susceptibility states may include medical conditions such as congestive heart failure, acute medical conditions such as lower respiratory tract infections, and episodic conditions that involve decompensation, such as asthma. Proof or even strong evidence is lacking, however.

We suggest that a group or panel of physicians, epidemiologists, toxicologists and other biomedical scientists is needed to review the available evidence and to conduct a gaps analysis on a consensus basis to identify missing elements of data and opportunities for targeted research relevant to air quality in Canada.

The context for setting guidelines urgently requires innovative approaches. One such innovation has been the suggestion of “risk-based” objectives or standards. The observation that there is no threshold for fine particulate effects, but an association with mortality and other biomedical outcomes, requires innovative approaches. One such approach has been the suggestion of “risk-based” objectives or standards. The observation that there is no threshold for fine particulate effects, but an association with mortality and other biomedical outcomes, requires innovative approaches. One such approach has been the suggestion of “risk-based” objectives or standards. The observation that there is no threshold for fine particulate effects, but an association with mortality and other biomedical outcomes, requires innovative approaches. One such approach has been the suggestion of “risk-based” objectives or standards.
These features of the problem suggest the design of an open, social process applied to a defined population at emissions levels below those associated with extreme effects or transboundary damage. This approach may be seen as counter to an emerging trend to base standards on cost/benefit analyses. It would have the advantage of empowering communities to decide for themselves what is an acceptable risk. The key, it is believed, may be to conduct the process on the model of risk comparison rather than a model of quantitative risk assessment or cost/benefit. This approach puts guideline formation on a scientific and social grounding quite different from standards setting and to conform to the particular demographic and air quality situation of Canada.

The Supreme Court of the United States remanded the EPA’s proposed rules for both fine particulate air pollution and for ozone, on grounds that the agency had not demonstrated in the rule its mandate to institute such far-reaching regulation without Congressional approval. This development does not change the underlying policy issues with respect to regulating air quality, but it does put Canada in the position of being alone in North America in proposing a very stringent objective that would be particularly sensitive to short-term changes in air quality.

Canadian regulatory policy needs to decide whether exposure to fine particulates is a public health emergency or a public health opportunity, and whether compliance with these objectives is a national priority or a national preference. The alternatives to adopting these objectives and enforcing standards based on them include a policy of continuous improvement (reflecting changes in control technology, turnover in vehicle fleet and improvements in fuel economy), a risk comparison and prioritization based on public input or a systematic determination of acceptability of risk, as outlined in this paper. There are alternatives to mandated standards for low-risk environmental hazards.
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